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II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF HEDGING AMERICAN CALL
To see the whole hedging process distinctly, I give the following simple numerical example, which has adapted from Cox, Rubinstein, Ross [3] . The example is about the American call hedging process, however, the process w.r.t. put is completely the same as this one, except selling short instead of borrowing money to buy stocks.
Thus this naive example could reflect the basic idea. In fact the hedging process is a replication of the pricing process, here we use delta hedging maneuver, see reference The pricing process of concrete model depends on the following fact[1]: Suppose the market is viable and complete, the price of American option satisfies nether formula, C n−1 = max(Z n−1 , (1 + r) −1 E * (C n | P n−1 )), where C n−1 denotes option value at step (time)n, Z n−1 denotes profit option holder will get when exercising the option or not, say, Z n = max(S n −K, 0)(for a call ) or Z n = max(K −S n , 0)(for a put), K strike price, S n stock price at step n, P n−1 denotes the all the information before n , E * denotes expectation under some probability measure (risk neutral probability measure). Then computable formula, which can be calculated on computer, follows directly from the above results: Let C n = P (n, S n ) , then P (N, x) = Z n , N is the maturity.
with f (n+1, x) = pP (n+1, x(1+a))+(1−p)P (n+1, x(1+b)) and p = (b−r)/(b−a)
. From back forward methods, option value at each time can be obtained without any difficulties. Using the matlab program based on the above idea. The current value of the call would be C = 42.5995.
B. Hedging the option
A riskless hedge maneuver can be simply interpreted as follows: Suppose current stock price is S. We form a portfolio containing δ shares of stock and the riskless dollar amount B. This will cost δS + B. At the end of the period, the value C of this portfolio will be
Since we can select δ and B in any way we wish, suppose we choose them to equate the end-of-period values of the portfolio and the call for each possible outcome. This requires that
Solving these equations, we have With this preliminary analysis, we are prepared to use the formula to take advantage of mispricing in the market. Suppose that when n = 3, the market price of the call is 36. Our formula tells us the call should be worth 42.5995. The option is overpriced, so we could plan to sell it and assure ourselves of a profit equal to the mispricing difference. Here are the steps we could take for a typical path the stock might follow.
Step 1 (n = 3): Sell the call for 36. Take Take the remainder, 45 − 42.5995 = 2.4005, and put it in the bank.
Step 2 Step 3 Step 4.1 (n = 0): Suppose the stock price now goes to 37.5. The call we sold has expired worthless. We own 0.167 shares of stock selling at 37.5 per share, for a total value of 0.167(37.5) = 6.2625. Sell the stock and repay the 5.6637(1.1) = 6.2301 that we now owe on the borrowing without considering the computing error (6.2625 − 6.2301 = 0.0324). (In fact, such a error can be eliminated with high precision, however in the simulation, error can be cumulated to a little large if the step N goes to infinity while the precision of the computer is fixed. Fortunately, it has limit relating to the precision of the computer, this can be seen in Section II from the hedging performance table). Go back to the bank and take our initial deposit, which has now grown to 2.4005(1.1) 3 = 3.1951.
Step 4.2 (n = 0): Suppose, instead, the stock price goes to 112.5. The call we sold is in the money at the expiration date. Buy back the call, or buy one share of stock and let it be exercised, incurring a loss of 112.5−100 = 12.5 either way. Borrow to cover this, bringing our current indebtedness to 6.2301 + 12.5 = 18.7301. We own 0.167 shares of stock selling at 90 per share, for a total value of 0.167(112.50) = 18.7875. Sell the stock and repay the borrowing without considering the computing error. Go back to the bank and take our initial deposit, which has now grown to 2.4005(1.1) 3 = 3.1951.
C. Remark:
1. In the above hedging process, we don't care about the trends of stock price whether it goes up or down. Of course, if the stock comes into line we can do best thing for us without any loss.
2. If at any step the real price of option equals its theoretic value, we can buy the option back without concerning of keeping the portfolio adjusted.
3. In conducting option, we assume every man is rational (which is an essential assumption of our simulation.). If the man behaves foolishly and exercises the option at a wrong time, no mater when he/she exercises the option, (for instance, exercising it as soon as possible or until the expiration without carrying out it at optimal time), the value of our portfolio by the above hedging way would always no less than S −K, and our simulation will illustrate this in the following section. see [1] [3] .
4. Instead, we could have made the adjustments by keeping the number of shares of stock constant and buying or selling calls and bonds. However, this could be dangerous since the real option price maybe more than its theoretic value, which next remark mentions. In large, "To adjust a hedged position, never buy an overpriced option or sell an underpriced option." [3] 5. The foregoing method is called dynamic hedging strategies(another name "hedge-and-forget scheme") while there exists static hedging strategies(also called "stop-loss strategies"). Simulation proves dynamic scheme is better than static one when applied to European call. Then we can also intuitively expect the same conclusion when employed in American option since its special case is European call.
The reason why previous conclusion holds still stands when applied to American
option. See [2][4]

III. SIMULATION OF HEDGING OPTION PROCESS
A. Assumption 1. Primary assumption of binomial model.
2.
The option holder behaves rationally, or equivalently, the option would be exercised as soon as the optimal time comes (for a call δ = 1, or S − K ≥Call Price;
for a put δ = −1, or K − S ≥Put Price).
3. There're no transactions costs.
4.
Short is permitted and the rate of money borrowed is riskless rate.
B. Simulation
Suppose the underlying variables are as follows (the following data is selected The real market option price is 3.
N denotes the steps of binomial model (left to be determined);
As we know, if we set
The price of option will converge to the solution from Black-Scholes model as N goes to infinity.
C. Simulation Plot:
The yellow point denotes the changes of stock price at every step(SP). The green line denotes the total cashes you have or owed without considering the stock value you holds at every step (TC).
The blue line denotes the total value of your portfolio containing stock and bonds at every step (TV).
The red line denotes the total money you'll receive when the option holder exercises the option or loses the option at every step before optimal time (TM).
For each N , there're four plots including two call-hedge plots and two put-hedge plots respectively. (all the values in the plots are per share), see APPENDIX.
From the charts, we could see that the exercising time happens at maturity or before it, and hedging scheme works very well.
D. Hedging performance:
If we fixed N = 500, reiterate the simulation 1000 times (see program "gain.m").
The average gain per share of all the gains of each simulation is 0.6307, variance is 0.00063542. Therefore we know the performance of our hedge can be measured by this variance, see [2] . Performance of dynamic hedging strategies is shown in the Remark2. In our simulation we have assumed the volatility is constant with time. In fact in short term, this assumption can be seen proper and reasonable, however, in a long term (e.g. hedge a call or put in a long period such as more than one year), errors would probably raised highly, has sigma been constant over the periods. In practice, volatility can be calculated, using the past information of stock price and itself, with statistical methods. Considering its importance, some classic model has been established like ARCH and GARCH almost accompany with the advent of Black-Scholes model, see [10] [11]. Accelerated Binomial method, see [7] . The second approach is to directly solve the on a single underlying asset, traders usually zero out delta at least once a day by trading the underlying asset. Unfortunately, a zero gamma and a zero vega are less easy to achieve because it is difficult to find options or other nonlinear derivatives that can be traded in the volume required at competitive prices (my understanding is that the real market price of option doesn't equal to theoretic one. As Cox, Ross and Rubinstein say 'To adjust a hedged position, never buy an overpriced option or sell an underpriced option.' ). In most case, gamma and vega are monitored.
When they get too large in a positive or negative direction, either corrective action is taken or trading is curtailed." 
